SUPERSEDED: SEE GUIDELINE 2007-1
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GUIDELINE 2006-1
CONCERNING THE STATE ENGINEER'S ADMINISTRATION OF GROUND WATER
COMMISSION APPROVED REPLACEMENT PLANS FOR THE DENVER BASIN
AQUIFERS WITHIN THE DESIGNATED BASINS
Purpose:
The purpose of this guideline is to establish the conditions under which Ground Water
Commission approved replacement plans ("Replacement Plans") can allow replacement
water to be aggregated to the alluvial stream system most affected by the pumping of
not-nontributary Denver Basin aquifers within the designated ground water basins.
Basis:
C.R.S. 37-90-107(7)(c)(J)(A) and the Ground Water Commission Rules require that any
depletions caused to the alluvial aquifers, must be replaced to prevent injury to prior
designated ground water rights. However, ground water models calculate stream
depletions, sometimes with unrealistic precision (up to the 401 decimal place) and as a
result, these models will sometimes calculate very small depletions to stream systems.
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The State Engineer has been given the authority to administer these Replacement
Plans in C.R.S. 37-90-110(h). The question is whether it is unreasonable and
unadministrable to require water users to replace very small volumes of water, at great
relative expense, to different alluvial stream systems, often miles away, as well as to
different tributaries of the same alluvial stream system, all within the designated basins.
When dealing with small volumes of ground water, these replacements are based on an
unnecessary degree of precision, creating a question as to whether a replacement
requirement is truly justified. In addition, expecting a ground water user to effectively
replace such small volumes of water into an intermittent alluvial stream system from the
surface, without a disproportionate expense is not reasonable.
Finally, the
administration of such small replacement amounts by the State Engineer also
represents a disproportionate effort and expense and for that reason cannot be
practicably administered.
This guideline allows for the necessary amount of water to be returned to the alluvial
aquifer in a place other than where the impact occurs, under a rebuttable presumption
of non-injury.
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For replacements in an alluvial stream system to be considered for aggregated
replacement, the depletions in an alluvial stream system, as determined by the State's
AUG3 model, should not exceed the consumption attributed to the most restricted
domestic small capacity well in that designated basin. As an example. the Upper Black
Squirrel Creek Ground Water Management District (GWMD) restricts a small capacity
domestic well in a subdivision or cluster development to an annual withdraw of 0.5 acre
ft (0.30 acre-ft for in house use and 0.20 acre-ft for 3,500 square feet of lawn and

